Study Plan for Midterms or Finals

Methods of Studying:
- Identify information that might be included on exam, setting aside extra time for important or difficult topics
- Make and regularly practice flash cards
- Create mnemonic devices
- Quiz yourself on information in your readings
- Create outlines/charts/diagrams
- Visualize key ideas and terms
- Review and revise notes
- Solve homework problems again, without looking at the worked out examples
- Answer review questions, including any questions or exercises in the book
- Develop and provide the answers to your own study guide
- Construct and complete your own practice tests under timed conditions
- Attend review sessions with instructors or campus resources (e.g., the MSLC)
- Create and utilize study groups
- Practice explaining the information to someone else in your own words
- Attend office hours and come prepared with questions
- Email instructor with questions for clarification of topics

Study Goals:
1. _________________________________________________________
   Tasks required to accomplish goal
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)

2. _________________________________________________________
   Tasks required to accomplish goal
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)

3. _________________________________________________________
   Tasks required to accomplish goal
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)
   _________________________________________________________ (       minutes)

Looking for way you can eliminate distractions, get organized, or study smarter? Visit go.osu.edu/coachinginfo to book an appointment with an academic coach!